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Aggies at World Water Congress: TWRI and TAMU personnel lead discussions
at international gathering 
Read more.

Meet the Natural Resources Institute: new name, focused mission
Read more.
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USDA-NIFA $5-million grant awarded to TWRI-led Rio Grande Basin water and
agriculture project
Read more.

NRI team uses innovative air quality technology to help landowners
Read more.

Meet a scientist: Rosario Sanchez-Flores
Read more.
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Infographic: TWRI by the numbers in 2016
Read more.

Texas A&M Key deer team honored with USFWS regional award
Read more.

Infographic: NRI by the numbers in 2016
Read more.
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Ogallala Aquifer 101: an overview of current research projects on this
groundwater giant
Read more.

Well owners invited to low-cost
water screenings and trainings in
Fredericksburg, Wimberley
Read more.

Outreach workshop coming to
Kansas July 25-27
Read more.

Public invited to watershed
meetings June 29 in Edna and July
13 in Nacogdoches
Read more.

Mussel woman: NRI researcher
looks into declining Texas mussel
populations
Read more.

USFWS recognizes Fort Hood with
national conservation award
Read more.

Don't miss the Statewide Quail
Symposium Aug. 16-18 in Abilene
Read more.
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TWRI and NRI work together to foster and communicate research and educational outreach programs focused on
water and natural resources science and management issues in Texas and beyond. TWRI and NRI are part

of Texas A&M AgriLife Research, the Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service and the College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences at Texas A&M University.

Conservation Matters publishes timely information about water and natural resources news and research at
universities and organizations in Texas. If you have information for possible inclusion in Conservation

Matters, please contact Leslie Lee at lhlee@ag.tamu.edu. All submissions may be edited for grammar and style.
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